Location as a Determinant of Accommodation Prices: Managerial Approach
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INTRODUCTION

In the presentation authors discuss the location-based factors’ impact on accommodation prices. The aim of the presentation is to compare the results of qualitative and quantitative research on location-based determinants of accommodation prices in Lodz Metropolitan Area (Poland). The authors employ methodological triangulation (Yeung 2000), both to explore statistical significance of location-based determinants of accommodation prices, and to present managerial opinions about the influence of location on accommodation prices.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Location-based variables explaining accommodation prices were suggested by other researchers: assessment of the location made by tourists (Zhang et al. 2011), urban and rural location (White and Mulligan 2002), location in the city center or in the tourism business district (Andersson 2008; Bull 1994; Chen and Rothschild 2010), distance from the city center (Adamiak and Napierala 2013; Balaguer and Pernias 2012; Bull 1994; Egan and Nield 2000; Hung et al. 2010; Lee and Jang 2011; Schamel 2012), distance from other competitors (Becerra 2013; Urtasun and Gutiérrez 2006), distance from main transport nodes and tourist attractions (Andersson 2008; Balaguer and Pernias 2012; Lee and Jang
2011; Thrane 2007; Zhang et al. 2011). Most of price determinants listed above were considered by the authors. Therefore, authors were unable to recognize tourists opinion about location of accommodation facilities. Zhang, Ye and Law (2011) used data from tripadvisor.com. However, only limited number of accommodation facilities in Lodz Metropolitan Area was presented on mentioned website.

METHODOLOGY

The sample for quantitative part of research included all of 155 accommodation enterprises in Lodz Metropolitan Area. The data for the quantitative study were obtained from various sources: governmental and regional registers of accommodation enterprises, websites of accommodation companies and websites of reservation systems. Furthermore, missing data were replaced by telephone interviews with the stuff of accommodation enterprises. The data collection procedure was conducted in June and July 2012. The final sample for qualitative part of the study consisted of 17 various accommodation enterprises (chain-affiliated and independent hotels, guesthouses and others) in Lodz Metropolitan Area. The in-depth interviews with owners and managers of selected accommodation enterprises were conducted in the summer 2012.

In quantitative research, the authors verified statistical significance of various location-based determinants of accommodation prices. As dependent variables, the authors considered logged rates (Best Available Rates) of rooms offered in Lodz Metropolitan Area, sold in the summer and autumn 2012, on working days and weekends. Therefore, semilogarithmic regression model was employed four times for accommodation prices for each period. As Israeli (2002) suggested, accommodation quality should explained a large part of price variation. Thus, types of accommodation establishments defined by Polish Central Statistical Office (hotels, motels and boarding houses, other hotel establishments, other accommodation establishments and private rooms and agrotourism lodgings) were considered as independent, dummy variables. Furthermore, independent variables included location-based factors. The following, discussed above variables were used in this study: urban location (dummy), location in the city center (dummy), distance from the city center, distance from the nearest competitor, distance from the nearest accommodation establishment, and finally distance from the nearest transport node. Results of regression analysis are presented below in a table.
Simultaneously, location-based determinants of accommodation prices were defined and verified in qualitative part of the study. Managers of 17 various accommodation companies operating in Lodz Metropolitan Area were interviewed: managers of 6 hotels located in the center of Lodz – the core city in metropolitan area, and 1 other accommodation establishment in the same location, managers of 6 hotels located out of the center of the core city, and 4 other accommodation establishment in the same location.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows how the room rates in Lodz Metropolitan Area are affected by the various determinants. Prices of services offered throughout the MICE tourism seasons (rather in the autumn than in the summer, rather on working days than on weekends) are better explained by estimated models. It is not surprising that accommodation prices are significantly affected by quality of offered services. It must be recalled that types of accommodation listed in the table base on quality of accommodation services. Only three location-based determinants are statistically significant determinants of accommodation prices in Lodz Metropolitan Area. If the accommodation establishment is located in central district of Lodz, the prices are approximately (Halvorsen and Palmquist 1980) 17.2%–21.1% higher than prices of accommodation services offered out of the area, ceteris paribus. Furthermore, close distance from the nearest competitor (understood as the establishment of the same quality-based type) negatively affects room rates. However, spatial concentration of accommodation establishments (representing various quality-based types) has positive, but not significant influence on the prices. Finally, the better access to the transportation system an accommodation establishment has, the higher room rates are.

Table 1: Regression coefficients for accommodation prices in Lodz Metropolitan Area in 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables:</th>
<th>Dependent variable: logged accommodation prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the summer, on working day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.5188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>****4.7258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.1516)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxury hotels, motels and boarding houses (dummy)</td>
<td>****1.0260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.2375)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of regression analysis were compared to the outcomes of in-depth interviews. Every interviewed manager of accommodation establishments located in the center of Lodz defines the competitors as accommodation establishments offering services at similar quality and standard in the same location. Moreover, half managers of hotels, located out of the center of Lodz, think the same way. One manager proves that controlling prices of services offered by different type of accommodation establishments even makes no sense. Most of managers of establishments operating out of the center of Lodz argue that distance from the city center is not determinant of the accommodation prices. Prices are influenced by the fact that the accommodation establishment is (or not) located in the city center. Furthermore, they suggest that location in a city center and appropriate standard of accommodation services are the key factors considered by MICE travelers (or even travelers at all), and are key determinants of accommodation prices. Therefore, it is possible to offer the accommodation services out of the city center at the same prices as in the city.
center. However, it is necessary to locate accommodation establishment close to the transportation nodes and tourism attractions. Only one of 17 interviewed managers thinks that distance from the city center has significant influence on accommodation prices. Managers of half hotels, located out of the center of Lodz, suggest that the only way to compete with hotels located in a center of a core city, is to reduce the prices. One third part of managers of establishments located out of the Lodz center are not able to define relation between location and prices. Interestingly, the same managers use cost-based pricing techniques.

**CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS**

Comparison of results of qualitative and quantitative methods, was the significant part of the study. Authors confirmed Andersson (2008), Bull (1994) and Chen and Rothschild (2010) findings. In Lodz Metropolitan Area, location in the center of the core city is crucial for accommodation prices. As interviewed managers argued, the distance from city center is not significant determinant of the prices. Prices are influenced rather by the fact that the accommodation establishments are (or not) operating in the city center. Regression analysis brings the same conclusion. As Becerra (2013) and Urtasun and Gutiérrez (2006) suggested, geographical distance from indirect competitors is significant determinant of accommodation prices. Interviewed managers of establishments operating in Lodz Metropolitan Area defined the nature of competition in accommodation industry. They argued that indirect competitors offer services at similar quality and standard in the same location. As regression analysis showed, the smaller distance between indirect competitors is, the cheaper rooms they offer. Moreover, spatial concentration of various non-competing accommodation establishments and close distance to transportation nodes and tourist attractions allowed accommodation enterprises to request higher prices. This is consistent with findings of Andersson (2008), Balaguer and Pernias (2012), Lee and Jang (2011), Thrane (2007) and Zhang et al. (2011).
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